Power Politics replete!
Obama’s speech to the nation was delivered at the West Point Military
Academy (December 1, 2009); no doubt it’s the “straw that broke the
camel’s back”, power politics replete by the Washington-London “power
elite,” something I’ve been harping all along for decades on end…

I stood here amazed as I gazed at the CNN delivery, with Michael Wade, the Australian journalist
on the CNN staff in Afghanistan, explaining to the public where the war was and where it was not
going, pointing to southeastern Afghanistan, bordering on Pakistan, the rugged terrain where no
sane military strategist would ever-never fight a war, even though our Black American president
called it his “strategy and tactics”, the fail-safe point of no return, as one late Eugene Burdick
from Sheldon, Iowa, would have said it, but he died on the parapets of criticism…dating as far
back as 1958.
For those of you who are younger or don’t read such materials, i.e. prof. Burdick was killed by the
Washing-ton Ruling Elite for writing such books, not the least: The Ugly American (he was an
American political scientist and co-author of The Ugly American,1958), with William Lederer;
Fail-Safe (1962), with Harvey Wheeler; and the solo novel The 480 (1964), which was the ‘last
straw’ for him too, falling pray to the so-called blue series of pricks to the neck, which were not
then traceable by the coroners (as usual declared a “heart attack”); the typically announced heart
attack Bill Casey (director of CIA) died from but with a “neospheric” high-tech hit on his DNA
code, March 6,1987 (of course, secret technology); not surprisingly the night before he was to
appear under oath before the Senate Hearings on IranGate, which would have dismantled the
Regan administration, the president impeached! Please note: no one is immune in DC before the
powers that be, the forces of evil power politics... In fact, everyone is expendable, disposable in
the posturing “consumer society,” created by the same ruling elite... There’s no end to this
asinine ‘gaming’ until WesternCiv hopefuls put their foot down (the besieged democratic France
and Germany), or other powerful forces take the elite to task, but those could only come from
continental Russia, Occidental China and India. However, if the Washington-London elite pursues
Islam in order to dominate it and—hence change it—it will lose power, mark my words!
Prof. Burdick died playing tennis on the parking lot below Shattuck Ave., where I used to park my
TR-3 sports car in those days, as he did his Jaguar, while on the Berkeley Campus…As I climbed
the stairs to the concrete flat roof (with tennis courts) laid out over the huge parking area (below),
I noticed the commotion around the victim and the nearby observers, for me (vis a vis my Washington background) it was clear what happened, but of course I kept silent, for years in fact…).
The ways and means of the Washington Ruling Elite were even then clear to some of us on
campus, e.g. of the 10,000 Blacks in the Panther’s organization, headquartered in Oakland CA,
most of them were eliminated in one way or another by the FBI task force squads (1963-1965),
including Huey P. Newton, a co-founder of the Black Panther Party and a leader of a generation
of militant blacks in the 1960's. He was finally shot to death in 1989; the only lasting symbol of
that generation of Blacks. Prof. Sheldon S. Wolin should have written his “Inverted Totalitarianism” volume back then, when it would have counted, but then like most of the staff he liked his
treasured and relatively well paid lecturing position on the famous campus. It’s unfortu-nate is it
not that Wolin’s exquisite volume arrives as late as last year – 2008? And, of course, his once
colleague, prof. Chalmers Johnson’s “blowback” trio Johnny-cum lately apologia, the academic
wolves changing their winter coat so damn late in the game; the latter in fact a CIA consultant in
his early years on the Berkeley campus, legitimizing we can assume the Watergate stonewalling
Imperium and similar obduracy concepts of the ruling elite, if not the earlier Vietnam conflict in
progress at the time nor are these two academics alone, the entire American Intelligentsia was/is
silenced... Imagine, members of the Intelligentsia tacitly or indirectly approving Elite excesses!
The 480 is a political fiction novel with the plot evolving around the political turmoil after John F.
Kennedy assassination in 1963. The novel criticizes the Ruling Elite, for using Big computers to
run massive simulations, with adverse sociopolitical effects on society at large, which predict the
public reaction to certain (proposed) political moves before implementing them. Such simulations
make it easy to manipulate the public consciousness, which in fact we witnessed last night in the
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Obama address to the nation. Notice the double-do, and double-speak, i.e. both the increase in
troops (the 30,000 troops en route to Afghanistan), and the 18 months limitation imposed hence,
withdrawal which is a physical impossibility, but the computer runs (of Burdick’s fame) told the
speech writers that it will have the desired effect of approval not only by the domestic public but
the world at large, despite the contradiction in form caused by the Nobel Peace Prize and outright
war at the same time… Therefrom certain appeasing phrases to the Arabs and Islamic religion,
how we Americans wish not to dominate but ONLY help, was directed to the Children of the
Prophet on whom we have in fact declared a hot Global War to stave the spread of Islam around
the global meridians, which may not be a misnomer in view of the archaic feudal faith, but over
the bodies of our American “killing fields,” if for no other reason that barbarian religion must
recognize women, to say the least before those Islamic nations join a newer, emerging world
order… Notice the rumbling Referendum in Switzerland; no mosques to be built on Calvinist
territory… In addition, Herman van Rompuy, the new EU president, declares indeed before his
appointment, that no Turkey will be accepted in the European Community.
If you read the 480 volume the title denotes the number of groups (by party affiliation, social-economic status, location, origin, etc.) that the computer simulation uses to classify the American
electorate. The full list of these is reproduced in the Appendix, claimed by the author to be the
true list used by the Simulmatics Corporation (real name) in Senator John F. Kennedy's presidential campaign in 1960, even though he proved to be a disappointment to them? The cover features an IBM 5081 punch card… The 480 fictive analysis, for those long gone days of the still
‘secretive’ early 1960s told the CIA, how much the political scientist was into things what was in
their domain of control and domination of the public at large at home and abroad. Titles such as
the Ugly American, Fail-safe, and The 480” said enough to the ruling elite, even if they had not
read the exquisite analyses, how there was a “clear and present danger” emanating from the
Berkeley Campus, with the FSM student revolt already aloft, that at least one of the perceptive
professors had gone beyond his very own “fail-safe” point of no return!
To put it graphically, Obama’s finale would have been more heroic for him to bend over and stick
his head between his legs and kiss his ass “goodbye” – the CHANGE presidential campaign platform is now kaput; there’s no point in being a puppet for the hawks! For his information, the Al
Qaeda is not in Afghanistan but in Pakistan (and Iran), where the Taliban conscripts come from
as well as military equipment, if not strategy & tactics. Of course, Iran and Red China are making
billions on arms deliveries, the funds paid by Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, UAE, Indonesia, Bahrain,
Syria, even Libya, Jordan and many many other Islamic donors... In addition, we all should think
about it, how the ol’ Mecca & Medina cavalcade is behind the unilateral effort, wherever Islam is
located, including the Persian Gulf or the Gulf of Arabe as the faithful call it… I’m not particularly
enamored with Islam, the feudal, archaic religion – far from it, but Max Weber’s Protestant Capitalism is no match for it! Read my lips as Bush Sr. used to say it...
Saladin must be laughing in his grave, how the “lessons of history” are never learned by the
aggressor, be it Pax Americana, and especially so…The same Anglo-Saxon elite which met
Saladin’s Assassins in Lebanon, and recently all over the Islamic world, be it the self-destructive
type of modern bombers, which our American Stealth bombers cannot stamp out. Unconventional Warfare is an altogether different ballgame, which the Limey-Yankee elite cannot handle!
Lessons not learned by these modern day crusaders for profit not democracy or in the name of
Human Rights, with so many killings fields all over the planetary meridians.
The British should know better than forget their lessons of history. Let us recall how the Viceroy of
India, Lord Bruce, who negotiated the 1894 Peace Agreement with Afghanistan, which called for
the removal of empire troops from the country via the Khyber Pass, where all 14,000 officers and
troopers were massacred to the last man, with no passage for the wicked, eh! Needless to underscore, they were back in Afghanistan even in this ongoing conflict, almost the same number of
fighting men, who may also never see their homeland for their leadership’s indulgence, one
Gordon Brown, the Premier; he preceded our President with his diatribe to the House of Commons in London... The same quiet preparation went into his address to the more astute UK public
using the same Big Mac computers, simulations galore to bamboozle the public.
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May message is very simple: 10,000 British and 100,000 American troops will not pacify the
incredible crags, valleys, mountain peaks and pamirs of Afghanistan nor the 60 Pashtun historical and tempered tribes now populating southeastern Afghanistan and northwestern Pakistan,
where the (in)famous Khyber Rifles met their maker 115 years ago, which only confirms our
charge that the Anglo-Saxon dogs of war simply have no memory of the past nor sense of
chivalry, heraldry and the ‘heroic’ likes of long gone days, e.g. of one Battle of Troy… Not even
the high-tech systems will help on the territory nor change the will of the Pashtun guerrilla warfare. There are an estimated 7,500,000 Pashtun in Afghanistan and 14,000,000 in Pakistan, plus
a mosaic of other Islamic tribe’s fighters. If we can imagine of the 34 provinces in Afghanistan
only one (Kabul) is in control of Mr. Karzai’s government, where the local ruling elite, such as it
is--is guarding this quizzling head of state. No one, we the British and Americans or the defunct
Afghan army are in control of the rebel forces, or forces for National Liberation of Afghanistan
punctuating the entire region but for one usual province, the capital, where the elite lives!
The mujahideen (call them “Taliban”, it’s irrelevant how we name the American opposition, when
we’re are the robber barons, bombing, stealing maiming the ‘innocents’) in those forlks are in fact
“freedom fighters”; we Americans and the British are occupiers for profit and dominance, even
though most experts have yet to figure out what is there to profit except for the cost of professional armies deployed in the region by our Yankee-Limey tandem elite which is garnishing
massive resources from the national treasuries of those weak and meek nations for our expenses
(men & material) at Cost + 40% profit, the WW-II pricing practice, i.e. it pays to make war. Besides, occupied or allied nations must contribute to the American war effort, material, financial and
human resources, servicing some 700 American military installations abroad… In addition,
perhaps the narcomafia must be in the game, where the poppy grows galore for that relatively
prolific product nowadays (we live in the Time of Troubles again), perhaps even profitable for the
engaged armies or their officer corps, tsk? tsk!
If our Black American new strategist or Chief Executive understands speech-making to the
enemy you want to defeat, don’t tell him when you’re going to withdraw, if you’re announcing
attack on the military front… Moreover, a clear-cut military front is what the West Point strategists
need NOT the hill-top enclaves of Vietnam, or a hit and miss struggle on the Pashtuni impossible
terrain, indeed, if any strategist could now deploy a full-proof front on that terrain, which I have
personally traipsed decades ago, even before the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.
Finally, it would behoove the hawks (if that’s what they’re fighting for—for the interests of that
“sacred cow” of National Security), to send an abbreviated blitzkrieg military task force* with a
team of atomic technicians to Islamabad to dismantle the nuclear wherewithal of that so-called
nation-state, which we Americans helped to sever from India, including the approval if not direct
technical assistance to bolster the nuclear capability of the Pakistani Armed Forces under
General Zia Ul Haq, who was zapped by one bin Laden, whom we Americans supplied with the
Stinger anti-aircraft missiles. The American Ambassador to Pakistan, Arnold L. Raphel and Brig.
Gen. Herbert M. Wassom, chief of the U.S. military group in Pakistan (MAG), died with the Gen.
Ul Haq aboard his presidential or military aircraft; Washington had promoted and seated the
military government in Iraq, CIA masterminding the coup d’grace and death sentence of the
democratically elected President Ali Bhutto; his daughter Benazir Bhutto, vying for return to her
former presidency was probably murdered by the outgoing Gen. Pervez Musharraf, an American
puppet, replaced by her husband Asif Ali Zardari, and her own political party, the latter nothing
more than another unfortunately ‘neutralized’ American marionette.
__________________________
*That would solve the nuclear threat for the ‘conqustadoring’ tandem and the rest of the world. With Iraq, if the incentive
was the oil fields of Mesopotamia, then ‘ell “hang in their for profit boys” and pump the pumps until Al Qaeda really moves down
into the biblical Tigris and Euphrates river valleys. Good Luck! For those who care to read about the Power Elite, C. Wright Mills,
William Domhoff et al expertise is attached in two attachments…But to be sure, the 30,000 extra American troops legitimizes the
deployment already on the ground, including NATO allies; most of the effort supported by equipment manufactured by the American
military-industrial complex, some 10,000 corporations, hence the ONLY way of improving the financial coffers of the ruling elite lot,
therefore Obama’s predicament of Catch-22, Joseph Heller’s volume set in WW-II.
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Mills’ volume (below) with the publishers depicting the White House, Pentagon, Wall Street and
the like power structures, or interest groups within and beyond the military-industrial complex, the
Social Register, the Tinsel Town with its Rambo heroes. Therefore, it’s not as if the reading public
were it interested could not be informed, and there are many other forums and individuals such
as yours truly, but the public is NOT a “reading public”, with us Americans basically exposed to
the visual media and similar propaganda, including many too many control instrumentality of
power administered by the Washington bureaucracy, therefore such information rarely reaches
the domestic and foreign plebiscite, including such representatives of the public as the Senate
and Congress, while their staffs are engaged in the game, sometimes unknowingly and unwittingly as, of course, being the standard bearers they must carry out the mission of design and
transmission belts of domestic and foreign policy practically invisible because of the “inverted
implementation of policy which comes from the top of the Higher Powers Hierarchy (H2O); the
pyramid of power,” designed such that its power lines line run from the bottom to almost the top
of the power hierarchy, where the “eye” is in the one dollar bill (below).
When I speak acutely of perfidy, fraud, doublespeak and duplicity per se dished out by our LimeyYankee lot (the London-Washington Ruling Elite), unlike other experts, I have reached a different
and unpopular conclusion: it’s deviant behavior, which requires a totally diverse and riskier
approach to study and observation of this incorrigible social phenomenon, because inevitably it
dips into the origin of man, racial types and sub-racial aggressive groups within the human family,
the besieged Human Condition; the conditioning not always equal, indeed, recidivism running
rampant within certain ruling circles and their administrative elites. The Gothic cavalcade gymnastics “run silent and runs deep” in the core of their genetic code; the two millennia of acculturation of the Germanic breed in the West has not been totally successful if not nonproductive,
despite their decisive contribution to science and technology and philosophy in the 18-19-20th
centuries, now threatening the very survival of our exotic WesternCiv!
The Power Elite is an influential book written by the American sociologist, C. Wright
Mills, in 1956. In it Mills called attention to the interwoven interests of the leaders of the
military, corporate, and political elements of society and suggested that the ordinary
citizen was a relatively powerless subject of manipulation by those entities. The
structural basis of The Power Elite was that, following World War II, the United States
was the leading country in military and economic terms, already in 1947 hell bent on
dominance; therefrom the Cold War not only to “contain” the Russian communism or
proletarian internationalism but to enforce compliance of American norms and values
worldwide. The book is something of a counterpart of Mills' 1951 work, White Collar: The
American Middle Classes, which examined the growing role of middle managers in
American society. While White Collar characterized middle managers as agents of the
elite, The Power Elite did not differentiate them from the rest of the non-elite in society. A
main inspiration for the book was Franz Leopold Neumann’s book Behemoth: The
Structure and Practice of National Socialism (1942), a study how Nazism come in
position of power in a democratic state as Germany[He was drafter by Gen. Wild Bill
Donovan (OSS, to work for US government]. Neumann had a major impact on Mills and he claimed that Behemoth had
given him the "tools to grasp and analyze the entire total structure and as a warning of what could happen in a modern
capitalist democracy", C. Wright Mills, Power Politics (New York: Oxford Press, 1956). This volume became a bible for the
humanities practically worldwide albeit mostly among the Intelligentsia and institutions of higher learning, followed by
William Domhoff and a host of other writers, among them even cultural anthropologists, while physical anthropology and
genetics were ignored by design by the emerging powers that be, among the superpowers where absolute power corrupts
absolutely… The academic and research gap is felt today, including migration of peoples, races and creeds…WesternCiv
with its incredible vertical accomplishments is in real and present danger!Fig. For those who care to read about the
Power Elite, C. Wright Mills, William Domhoff et al expertise is attached in two installments…But to be sure, the 30,000
extra American troops legitimizes the deployment already on the ground, including NATO allies; most of the effort
supported by equipment manufactured by the American military-industrial complex, some 10,000 corporations, hence the
ONLY way of improving the financial coffers of the ruling elite lot, therefore Obama’s predicament of Catch-22, Joseph
Heller’s volume set in WW-II.

The reason why elitist Jeffersonian Democracy survived so long is based on Prof.
Sheldon S. Wolin’s astute insight in recently describing the “specter of inverted
totalitarianism” (2008 pub.). The typical classical totalitarianism exercises power
from the top down of the political power pyramid, issuing irreversible directives,
while the Jeffersonian model, evidently learned by the 2 x 4 method of trial and
error out in the prairie discovered that the best way to operate the transmission
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belts of sheer power is via directives issuing from the plebian base up the pyramid of power,
whose apex is in the hands of the higher powers hierarchy – the Shadow Government and its
military-industrial complex, thereby hiding the sharp teeth of the ruling elite and the H2O claws of
the bald eagle, the democratic myth shadowing a ‘crass’ democrassy, the judicial and policing
arm of administering “real and present” control… Therefrom the real and present danger of
perverted totalitarianism, the perfidy and fraud dished out to the unaware domestic plebiscite and
on into the international arena of politics. Consequently, much older and just as productive and
technologically advanced continental nations have been bamboozled into believing in Washington’s progressiveness, while still occupying allied nations national territories (since WW-II), with
heavy-handed armed forces including the enforced, aggressive NATO infrastructure legitimizing
American empire building!
Ruling Elites
"A tiny portion of the population controls the lion's share of the wealth and most of the command positions of
state, manufacturing, banking, investment, publishing, higher education, philanthropy, and media... these
individuals exercise a preponderant influence over what is passed off as public information and democratic
discourse.
The ruling class is the politically active component of the owning class, the top captains of finance and policy
who set the standards for investment and concentration of capital at home and abroad... Their overall
economic domination and their campaign contributions, media monopoly, high-paid lobbyists, and public
relations experts regularly predetermine who will be treated as major political candidates and which policy
parameters will prevail... Though relatively few in number they get the most of what there is to get. Their
wealth serves their power, and their power serves their wealth."
- Michael Parenti

PS. Of the $800 billion Obama secured from Congress to ease the financial crisis $140 billion,
according to the President himself, went in to the year-end bonuses of the corporate elite.
William Domhoff argues that in the United States, power is no longer vested in the people, but
rather, in a select group of upper class individuals, or, the "power elite." Mills and Domhoff are
essential to understanding our wayward ruling elite, but not to the extent I have dwelled in the
subject of the “causes & effects” in the hands of the Gothic abusers of power, which must have a
very different answer in various disciplines, when more than 20 have to be rewritten to get to the
bottom of the present predicament WesternCiv finds itself in, i.e. the American Jeffersonian elitist
system is moribund with no chance of reform now threatening our very survival discussed elsewhere in my writings, some of it on my personal Website: www.profpaulcutter.com. Between
group deviance and outright criminality by a wayward elite which abuses power there’s hardly a
split hair on human skin, which is as tough as leather (their’s), destroying the Human Condition
now at will it seems with the mouthpiece from the two heads of state (Obama & Brown), while the
bureaucracy is prosecuting a war it cannot win without the downside of global disaster.
History runs deep in the minds of experts; the American-British elite back in Mesopotamia is not there because of conscious knowledge, but of deeply embedded recall of that nationstate by the host Romans—it’s from them that conquest and rape of Iraq, Iran, Pakistan and the
Middle East is in-grained from imperial Rome; they’re assimilators and copy-cats never men of
chivalry, wisdom and vertical endowments; our Yankee-Limey lot knows only how to make war,
therefrom my charge of conflict & resolution in the Cold War trilogy. . . -- PSC
Who rules America.net

Power, Politics, & Social Change
By G. William Domhoff
“My book, Who Rules America?, presents detailed original information on how power and politics
operate in the United States. The first edition came out in 1967 and is ranked 12th on the list of
50 best sellers in socio-logy between 1950 and 1995. A second edition, Who Rules America
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Now?, arrived in 1983 and landed at #43 on the same list. Third and fourth editions followed in
1998 and 2002, and the fifth edition, upon which most of this web site is based, came out in 2006.
The sixth edition of WRA has just been released, and is available at Amazon.com (and other
bookstores). This new edition has information on the rise of Barack Obama, his campaign finance
supporters, and the nature of his administration. The last chapter focuses on the potential for
serious challenges to class and corporate dominance. It does not have answers, but it raises the
key questions and states the possibilities, noting that the strategies and tactics adopted by
activists are an essential part of the power equation.
You will find the following here: supplementary information and updates for readers of WRA; an
overview of the American power structure at the national level and an in-depth look at power at
the local level; an over-view of the Four Networks theory of power, which provides the best
general theory of power and social change within which to situate the class-domination theory I've
developed specifically for the United States; com-mentaries on alternative theories of power; a
special section on the Bohemian Club & Bohemian Grove, including pictures of the club in San
Francisco and the encampment in the redwoods; suggestions for activists on what they can learn
from social science research; links to Web sites and books about power and social change in the
United States; and much more. You can use the menu on the left side of the page to navigate
through the site.
Questions and Answers

Q: So, who does rule America?
A: The owners and managers of large income-producing properties; i.e., corporations, banks,
and agri-businesses. But they have plenty of help from the managers and experts they hire.
You can read the essential details of the argument in this summary of Who Rules America?,
or look for the book itself at Amazon.com.
Q: Do the same people rule at the local level that rule at the federal level?
A: No, not quite. The local level is dominated by the land owners and businesses related to real
estate that come together as growth coalitions, making cities into growth machines.
Q: Do they rule secretly from behind the scenes, as a conspiracy?
A: No, conspiracy theories are wrong, though it's true that some corporate leaders lie and steal,
and that some government officials try to keep things secret (but usually fail).
Q: Then how do they rule?
A: That's a complicated story, but the short answer is through open and direct involvement in
policy planning, through participation in political campaigns and elections, and through
appointments to key decision-making positions in government.
Q: Are you saying that elections don't matter?
A: No, but they usually matter a lot less than they could, and a lot less in America than they do in
other industrialized democracies. That's because of the nature of the electoral rules and the
unique history of the South.
Q: Does social science research have anything useful to say about making progressive social
change more effective?
A: Yes, it does, but few if any people pay much attention to that research.
Q: Is WhoRulesAmerica.net connected to the site called Who Rules America? on natvan.com?
A: No! That site (and many others with documents purporting to tell you "who rules America") is
run by a white supremacist/neo-Nazi organization.”
Credit: Prof. Domhoff and his Amazon publishers. [Women, Jews, Blacks et al in my days at Berkeley were excluded from the
famous Bohemian Club of San Francisco, which launched into presidency actor Ronald Reagan and his conservative clan... Prof.
Henry Kissinger complained bitterly over the club’s racial policy, at a faculty club dinner on campus, while unbeknownst to the club,
William Shockley of transistor fame, a Nobel laureate, was a Jew, and a member of the exclusive Bohemian Club; something I quietly
whispered to him once at the club’s bar…Shockley was ‘shocked’ to say the least (and his wife Emma). However, I promised silence,
until this writing. Elitism and racism of the Anglo-Saxon power elite “runs silent and runs deep,” much deeper than the public knows.
–PSC.]
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in addendum
drawing a historical parallel:
it’s the same race, the Gothic breed,
i.e. Triumph of the Will - Nazi Germany &
Triumph of the Will – UsofA

…the eminence and richness of a Reich
which has become a superpower.
— German commentator at the opening
of a new Reich Chancellery in 1939.

“The Triumph of the Will, Leni Riefenstahl’s famous (or infamous) propaganda
tribute to Hitler, memorialized the 1934 rally of the Nazi Party at Nuremberg. It begins with a
dramatic, revolutionary moment. The camera is trained on a densely clouded sky. Magical, the
clouds suddenly part and a tiny lane glides through. It swoops down, lands and The Leader, in
uniform, emerges and strides triumphantly past the salutes of admiring throngs and the party
faithful. As the film draws to a close, the camera becomes riveted on a seemingly endless
parade, row on row, of uniformed Nazis, shoulder to shoulder, goose-stepping in the flickering
torchlight. Even today it leaves an impression of iron determination, of power poised for conquest,
of power resolute, mindless, it might wrapped in myth.
On May 1, 2003, in another tightly orchestrated “commentary,” television viewers
were given an American version of stern resolve and its embodiment in leaders. A military plane
swoops from the sky and lands on an aircraft carrier. The camera creates the illusion of a warship
far at sea, symbolizing power unconfined to its native land and able to project itself anywhere in
the world. The leader emerges, not as a plain and democratic officeholder, but as one whose
symbolic authority is antidemocratic [Bush, Jr.]. He strides resolutely, flight helmet tucked under
his arm, outfitted in the gear of a military pilot. Above, the banner “Mission Accomplished.” He
salutes a prearranged crowd of uniformed military personnel. Shortly thereafter, swaggering, he
reemerges in civilian garb but without discarding the aura of anticivilian authority. He speaks
magisterially from the flight deck of the carrier Abraham Lincoln, now cleared with the military
carefully ringed about him. He strides alone in the ritual circle expressive of a sacrament of
leadership and obedience. They cheer and clap on cue. He invokes the blessing of a higher
power. He, too, has promised a triumph of the will:
*
*
*
*

champion aspirations for human dignity;
strengthen alliances to defeat global terrorism;
defuse regional conflicts:
prevent our enemies from threatening us [and] our allies…
with weapons of mass destruction [WMD];
* ignite a new era of global economic growth;
* expand the circle of development by opening societies and
building the infrastructure of democracy;
* transform America’s national security institutions.

Myth wrapped in might? Will to power?”
—

Prof. Sheldon S. Wolin, Democracy Incorporated—Managed
Democracy and the Specter of Inverted Totalitarianism (Princeton and
Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2008), pp 1-2.
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Media Orchestrated documentaries by the
Anglo-Saxon ruling elite of German origin…
Fig. 1. President George W. Bush, Jr. with NFO Lt. Ryan
Philips, in the flight suit he wore for his controversial
televised arrival on the aircraft carrier - USS Abraham
Lincoln, May 1, 2003; the Chief executive who never saw a
day of active duty in his life, following suit with the scenario
once written by the incredible Leni Riefenstahl, a Hitler’s
favorite who was the de facto civilian minister of Nazi
propaganda in the 1930’s Germany: triumph
des willens –– triumph of
the Will, starring Adolph Hitler in the 1935 Nazi
propaganda film and, of course, George Walker Bush, Jr. in
the American version aboard the aircraft carrier, 47 years
later, as incredible as it seems, yet it’s true – the same
scenario almost half a century later by the same Gothic race,
Germanic Americans. . . Likewise, notice the similarity in the
language, i.e. German lost out by one vote in the U.S. Congress from becoming the American lingua franca or national
language, although the Ruling Elite’s or establishment’s
genetic core, norms and values remain mostly Germanic,
period!
Notice, of course, how Obama’s orchestration for his
debut on the 30,000 more troops to Afghanistan was
of course staged at West Point… The pacifist Black
American was on the same Bush bandwagon, i.e.
“more of the same,” completely opposite his
presidential campaign platform… Now, we
are beyond the fail-safe point of no
return, folks!

When Bush, Jr. made the announcement aboard the Lincoln of victory over the Taliban and Al
Qaeda he never realized that American blitzkrieg on ancient Babylon sealed the nature of the
conflict, which we Americans cannot win, i.e. Unconventional Warfare, a “triumph of the will” was
launched by the Arab and Muslim faithful, tactics which will again win over the Anglo-Saxon
invaders, the last time over Jerusalem by Saladin some eight centuries ago… I had enlightened
the Washington elite in the SAF/AAR Pentagon* weekly publication some two decades ago that it
was Unconventional Warfare destined to run over our Conquistadors sooner than later, if we did
not change our tactics and invested more in the underdeveloped world instead of exploiting it,
indeed, creating and cavorting with local ruling elites behaving à la our own power politics
structures; rewarding such nationals with Stateside diplomas, training and power status back
home, thereby securing American profits if not rape from those local economies, including
transfer of flight capital to our American banks and stock exchanges, of course, including arms
sales…Therefrom, the Saudi Ruling elite; please note: 16 of the 19 pilots in 9/11 were in fact
Saudis, unconventional
warfare replete, eh!

Fig. 2. Homebound aircraft carrier
USS Abraham Lincoln returning to
homeport in San Diego, California,
carrying its displayed propaganda
banner - Mission Accomplished,
referring to the military conquest
of Iraq by our American Armed
Forces.
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Fig. 3. Triumph of the Will (German: Triumph des
Willens) is a propaganda film by the German Nazi filmmaker, our very own Leni Riefenstahl. It chronicles the
1934 Nazi Party Congress in Nuremberg. The film contains
excerpts from speeches given by various Nazi leaders at
the Congress, including portions of speeches by Adolf
Hitler, interspersed with footage of massed party members. Hitler commissioned the film and served as an
unofficial executive producer; his name appears in the
opening credits; the Fuhrer is in fact the main actor. The
overriding theme of the film is the return of Germany as a
great power, with Hitler as the True German Leader who
will bring glory to the nation.
_________________________
*See “The Bekka Valley War - 1982” on my
private Website—it’s the same publication where my
editorial appeared on unconventional warfare; I don’t
recall the date (1982-83), but some 5,000 copies were
regularly circulated by the Air Force to the select elite;
special issues even up to 50,000 copies.

“Mission Accomplished” was pompously
displayed on the control tower of the
aircraft carrier USS Abraham Lincoln
during a televised address by United
States President one more George Bush,
Jr. - May 1, 2003. Bush stated at the time
that this was the end to major combat operations in Iraq, therefrom the “mission accomplished”
cliché, something I was inculcated with in our Siberian operations, and often quoted it in the Cold
War trilogy, sometimes cynically. However, if Obama thinks that his Afghan “surge” will end in
18 months, he better take notes from his predecessor, i.e. Iraq is long ways from being a “mission
accomplished” almost a decade later; no doubt the next stage is a Taliban-Al Qaeda “surge” in
the venerable Mesopotamian river valley that the Romans never managed to conquer. Neither
will Pax Americana! Triumph of the Will was released in 1935 and rapidly became one of the
better-known examples of propaganda in film history. Riefenstahl's techniques, such as moving

Triumph of the Will scene shows
huge banners designed by Albert Speer

Triumph of the Will
Fig. 4. 1934, German documentary, 114 mins., black and white, mono sound,
in German language, directed and Produced by Leni Riefenstahl, written by
Leni Riefenstahl and Walter Ruttmann, original music by Herbert Windt, cinematography by Sepp Allgeier and Karl Attenberger and
Werner Bohne. Fig. 5-6 (left, directly above). Leni Riefenstahl was Hitler’s hired hand and master filmmaker. Leni is both wonderful
and horrible in Ray Muller’s 1993 documentary film, but she was and remains a brethren of the new super-race of man, the Aryan,
who survived the Age, the terrible 20th century and is still in charge of the same world, the world war remained a victory by the same
genetic cavalcade, i.e. mission accomplished, eh!
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cameras, the use of telephoto lenses to create a distorted perspective, aerial photography, closed
circuit television, timely delivery by zeppelin of film canisters taken daily at the Olympics, and
revolutionary approach to the use of music and cinematography, for example, have earned the
Triumph film recognition as one of the greatest films in history. Riefenstahl won several awards,
not only in Germany but also in the United States, France, Sweden, and other countries. The film
was popular in the Third Reich and elsewhere, and has continued to influence movies, documentaries, and commercials to this day, even as it raises the question over the dividing line between
art and morality.
Leni is very much alive today and within the racial syndrome or propaganda and warfare tactics
practiced today by her brethren at No. 10 Downing St. or 1776 Pennsylvania Ave., if not their very
pathfinder for this kind of wartime propaganda, therefore the ability by this--regardless of her Nazi
career—remarkable woman to survive the Nuremburg gallows and the Tinsel Town critics; she
made films to her very last days, considered the equal of Orson Wells and Alfred Hichkok which
is an incredible feat in itself in view of her background. Had Leni attempted such survival in postwar Soviet Union it would have been impossible, of course, where profiled Nazis would have
been unacceptable if not executed or jailed for life such as Vice Fuhrer Rudolf Hess, who died in
the Spandau Allied Prison, in Berlin 1987; of course, the Russians refused to amnesty the Nazi
no. 2 man, because he was sent by Hitler to stave-off the UK-USA counter-attack until the
German mechanized units finished-off the Soviet Union in the winter of 1941. It didn’t work; the
Russian General Winter, who defeated Napoleon in 1912, won over the unprecedented Nazi
armored units, which conquest also lost to winter conditions and Stalin’s “iron will” to beat the
Nazi war machine, yes, in the dead of the 1943 winter at Stalingrad, eh!
“This morning's opening meeting… was more than a gorgeous show, it also had something of the mysticism
and religious fervor of an Easter or Christmas Mass in a great Gothic cathedral, Berlin, 1935.” — American
reporter and writer, William Shirer, author of the famous volume, The Rise and Fall
of the Third Reich (New York: Simon & Schuster), 1960. Shirer was referring to
the official opening of the 1936 Olympic Games in Berlin; the capital of Nazi
Germany then, and now again, Ok folks, be ware!

Triumph of the Will . . .German theatrical poster, 1935
Of the twenty-two civilizations that have appeared in history,
nineteen of them collapsed when they reached the moral state the
United States is in now!
– Arnold Toynbee, 1961

Pax Romana

Pax Americana

Myth wrapped in might...will to power... Triumph des Willens!
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Fig. 7. Leni Riefenstahl with her Führer hero, political and movie star.

Leni Riefenstahl made films for Hitler, but claimed not to have been a Nazi? Above is Albert
Speer's Swastika stage for the opening ceremony of the 1936 Berlin Olympics, seating over
100,000 guests. Prior to this only Circus Maximus in the Eternal City could match this 20th century
sports stadium, indeed, the classical Romans surpass the seating with 300,000 seats, first time in
two millennia. The modern stadium has been copied ever since all over the world, including our
Rose Bowl Stadium in Pasadena CA, where I attended the first game on January 1, 1957, when
my alma mater University of Iowa won the famous national pennant, plus I attended two more
games over the years; the Iowa Hawkeye’s were once a real power in the Big 10 college football
league… All the paraphernalia sold to game visitors at sports stadiums, such as smoked glass
ashtrays, labeled sweatshirts, posters, Olympic circles, Olympic bell, pennants et al, most of it
was introduced by Leni... She also introduced cable TV for the first time in the 1936 Berlin Olympics… Leni lived in California in the post-War-II period, but never regained her real status in the
film industry as Dr. von Braun did in rocketry; the latter despite the Nazi association and 60,000
victims who died at Nordhausen building his V-2 rocket (see my Website, the story of rocketry, “A
Secret Weapon”… She was 101 when she died in 2003, buried in Pocking, Germany. However,
Leni left an indelible mark on film-making; I wrote a major piece on her life, partially it can be read
on my personal Website (profpaulcutter.com).
Finally, the November 22, 1963 premeditated assassination of JFK was a real tragedy for our
nation if not the world; it formalized the posture of worldwide dominance, the comedy it has been
ever since, going from bad to worse, from stonewalling to outright destruction of whole societies.
If one nation conducts enough comedies, it can change the life beat of the country and fundamentally, the mindset of its plebiscite. But life as comedy can be learned, I guess; as tragedy it
can only be assumed. Most men are predominantly one type or the other; an individual’s view of
life is seldom equally balanced between tragedy and comedy much less of the whole nation. And
therefrom the moribund see-saw cavalcade monopolizing Stateside power politics, inevitably
inherited for better or worse from the Limey Mother Lode and Jeffersonian elitist democracy, the
legitimized-illegitimacy replete!
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